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ANNOTATION 

Digital twins are complex systems aiming at reproducing selected aspects of the real 

world into a virtual replica. One of their essential roles lies in the visualisation of their 

output through various means. Game engines offer powerful visualisation capabilities, 

including extended reality, but lack the capacity to ingest the numerous geospatial data 

formats used within digital twins. On the other hand, GIS allow for the native processing 

of said formats, though they are not meant to be visualisation platforms. Breaching the 

gap between GIS and game engines could provide an innovative solution usable for 

specific needs and use-cases. Disaster preparedness appears as a suitable application 

area due to the availability of data and its global reach. Additionally, it could benefit from 

raised awareness. This thesis examines available interoperability capabilities and 

integration tools, in particular the ArcGIS Maps SDK for game engines. It does so through 

the implementation of a virtual reality visualisation framework for urban flood data 

developed with Unity. The implementation is evaluated through a questionnaire to 

understand better the strengths and weaknesses of the underlying tools and methods, 

such as how geospatial data is perceived in a virtual reality environment. Current 

integration tools are shown to be capable and growing, albeit their commercial nature 

combined with the absence of major open formats and interfaces hinder their scalability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Digital twins are at the heart of the European Union’s Destination Earth initiative, 

whose objective is to develop a high-precision model of the Earth in order to model natural 

phenomena, human activities and explore their systemic consequences. One of the key 

challenges it faces is the need for a technological and conceptual framework providing 

visualisation and interaction capabilities, relying on both well-established and state-of-

the-art technologies. The representation of information at different places on the spatial 

and temporal axis and at vastly different scales, from a single tree to the entire globe, will 

have to be achieved to ensure the usability of digital twins. There are still significant 

research gaps regarding visualisation systems, which will have to provide for lightweight, 

scalable, and relevant solutions, particularly on usability and integration. 

Simultaneously, Earth observation and geospatial data are becoming increasingly 

available quantitatively and qualitatively. Many cities of all sizes across the world now 

have a data portal that allows the public to freely download and use the products they 

offer. The software involved, GIS and game engines, have become mature and accessible, 

offering unprecedented processing and analysis capabilities, while hardware has become 

sufficiently performant for any consumer device to run them. In a context of recurrent 

natural hazards increasing in frequency and intensity, specifically floodings in Europe, 

this stream of data can be disseminated to citizens and would benefit disaster 

preparedness and mitigation efforts globally by raising the awareness and understanding 

of disasters. 

We are still a long way from seamlessly integrating geospatial data in game engines. 

While they could act as robust systems for visualising and interacting with geospatial 

data, thus greatly facilitating development by reducing the resources needed, they were 

not designed as interoperable. The interfaces and standards they support are limited, 

hence the need for integration tools such as the ArcGIS Maps SDK for game engines. At 

the intersection of the aforementioned challenges, this diploma thesis aims at filling the 

gaps in integration and visualisation by demonstrating how new tools and techniques can 

be linked together and applying them to a relevant use-case, in this case flooding 

visualisation in European cities. It is in direct continuation of an internship at the ESA 

Phi-Lab, building upon the Digital Twin ESRIN prototype that focused on integrating 

photogrammetry models and real-time environmental data into Unity for VR visualisation. 
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1 OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this diploma thesis is to analyse, test, and describe the integration between 

GIS and game engines for digital twins in the context of disaster preparedness. 

The subgoals are implementing data integration methods applied to a relevant thematic 

area, developing an XR visualisation framework, and evaluating both its practical 

implementation and alternatives. By leveraging new and mature technologies to produce 

an XR visualisation system capable of depicting natural hazards such as floods, users 

will be able to explore the impacts on cities according to various scenarios in 

an immersive manner. At the same time, developers and experts will be able to build upon 

the concepts outlined in his work. 

The completion of these objectives will require moving a step forward towards solving 

the current limitations of GIS and game engines integration. As the technology stands 

today, game engines do not support out-of-the-box global and local projections, 

georeferencing, and commonly used geospatial data formats. Developing these 

capabilities from scratch is doable but hardly accessible, requiring a lot of resources to 

invest. This is where the ArcGIS Maps SDK for game engines comes in. The first beta 

release was announced in October 2020 and a 1.0 release is expected in May 2022. This 

very recent tool has tremendous potential for the GIS world by expanding data 

visualisation possibilities in a manner accessible to individuals. 

In that context, these technologies were applied to a thematic area suited to this type 

of visualisation, namely flood analysis, due to the need for diverse data types (elevation 

model, city model, satellite imagery), its applicability to XR through the empathy it 

generates and potential real-life applications for disaster preparedness. To realise these 

objectives, the research work is divided into 2 parts: 

Technical implementation: 

• Data collection and processing 

• Data integration 

• XR development 

Conceptual evaluation: 

• Alternatives to Esri 

• User testing 

The results of this work will strengthen the current state of the art knowledge in this 

very recent field of applications through its methodological outputs, offer a standalone 

application for applied VR visualisation which can be incrementally upgraded in the 

future, and detail the workflow necessary to achieve these results in other use-cases, i.e., 

transferability. 
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2 METHODOLOGY  

The following chapter describes the tools and processes involved in solving the 

objectives. It provides an overview of their roles and usage while skipping over the details 

described in the research sections. 

 

Methods 

GIS and game engine integration is a relatively new field, especially within the context 

of digital twins. Defining the scope of the work was necessary to build upon previous 

research efforts and existing tools in order to achieve an output of interest to future 

developers. With this in mind, about two-thirds of the work focused on exploring existing 

integration solutions and implementing one of them, with disaster preparedness as 

a selected use-case, while the last third is evaluating this implementation and conceptual 

aspect. 

Data collection and processing was made easy by the availability of all required data 

for Prague and Brno in a free and open manner. Some GIS work was required to project 

and prepare them for integration, including in a semi-automated manner using 

the ArcGIS Model Builder. Once the data was ready, it was integrated within Unity, 

starting with a single data type before expanding it to all. 

 

Data 

Data is at the centre of the integration process. In order to demonstrate 

the functionalities of the selected tools, the datasets should ideally be representative of 

various use-cases while staying relevant for disaster preparedness. Both 2D and 3D data 

were tested. 

For 2D data, the main thematic layers were the flood extents, also referred to as 

floodplains or flood zones. They came from the Prague and Brno open data hubs and were 

not present directly in the final output but instead used for to process and enrich the 3D 

data. As vector layers, the format used was shapefile. This time, two other 2D datasets 

were required as raster files: elevation and imagery layer. They are available as hosted 

tile layers, either with an extent specific to a city or on a national scale. 

For 3D data, the main visualisation components were 3D city building models (also 

referred to as 3D models, city models or building models) for Prague and Brno. Both cities 

offer them as multipatch shapefiles in LOD2. They were enriched by the 2D flood data 

and were, the datasets that had to be integrated to the game engine, along with the raster 

layers. 

 

Software 

A very prominent software in the GIS world, ArcGIS Pro in its latest version (2.9) was 

used for the data processing and export to an ArcGIS Online server for hosted scene 

layers. The specific geoprocessing tools used were varied and described in detail in 

the technical implementation part. 

Unity is a general-purpose game engine developed by Unity Technologies, usable to 

create 2D and 3D experiences through a visual editor and the C# language (interpreted 

to C++ at runtime). It is multi-platform and the personal plan is free to use. Development 

with Unity began with version 2021.1.16f1, the latest at the time, later upgraded to 

2021.3.0f1, the most recent LTS version. Development in Unity happens through scenes, 

each defining a “level” or “environment”. Each scene has a hierarchy made of game 
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objects. Game objects can have various components, objects in themselves, with different 

settings. Game objects and components can be created within a scene directly or come 

from the project window, a folder view of imported assets (Unity Technologies, 2022). Even 

though Unity and Unreal Engine are similarly capable, the former was chosen for 

development due to the ease of learning (C# as opposed to C++, user interface), faster 

loading, and compilation times, all better suited to fast prototyping. 

 

 

Figure 1: Default Unity engine editor layout windows, as of version 2021.3.0f1: hierarchy 

(1), project (2), inspector (3), scene view (4). 

 

The selected integration solution for the implementation was the ArcGIS Maps SDK 

for game engines, also referred to as “ArcGIS Maps SDK” or “Maps SDK”. This SDK aims 

to enable developers to bring GIS data into the Unity and Unreal game engines. As a pre-

release product, it is already very capable, allowing the integration of raster layers and 

3D objects directly into the engines for visualisation purposes. It offers a prefab Unity 

game object for rapid testing and a C# API for scripting. 

In addition to the Maps SDK, other integration tools were explored and described as 

potential alternatives depending on the needs. First, besides its “native” integration 

capabilities, i.e., interoperability capabilities, Unreal Engine with the Cesium for Unreal 

plugin provides features similar to the Maps SDK through the integration of 3D content 

as 3D tiles and the ability to stream them from the cloud. Second, as a FOSS game engine, 

Godot has much potential with growing capabilities, even though it cannot yet compete 

with Unity and Unreal for large projects. Lastly, Google Forms was used to evaluate the 

integration solution through a questionnaire due to its simplicity. 

 

Processing procedure 

The research question should be approached methodologically. This starts by defining 

the scope, requirements, inputs, and outputs, along with the available tools and 

solutions. Since various tools are required, development can be started in parallel until 

all reach the integration step, at which point the outputs can be horizontally merged. In 

turns, this leads to the refinement and polishing of the application, so it is ready for the 

evaluation step.  
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This work can be conceptually visualised as a table with the software used in the x-

axis columns and development steps in the y-axis rows. The columns represent the three 

main software used for development in an incremental manner that began in parallel: 

GIS, integration tools, and game engines. Consequently, the project went from 

the definition step to the development step for all three software, with their work 

complementing each other, before the evaluation of the final product. 

 

 

Figure 2: Summarised research workflow and processing steps, from the project definition 

to the evaluation and from GIS to game engines. 
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3 STATE OF THE ART 

Game engines as visualisation frameworks for geospatial data 

The earliest research on using game engines as visualisation tools for geospatial data 

dates back to 2002. The advantages of game engines were described as their capabilities 

to “simulate virtual environments” in a real-time, low-cost, and collaborative manner 

(Herwig, 2002). They relied on limited interoperability capabilities through the support of 

some 3D formats like DXF. In a paper from the University of Stuttgart, the free movement 

of players and interaction with data were added to the visualisation (Frisch, 2004) and 

the same conclusion was reached: “A problem is still [...] to get existing spatial data into 

a format that the game or the accompanying editors and tools understand”. Despite 

the understandable outdatedness of technologies involved (PDA, Unreal Engine 2…), their 

analysis remains relevant to this day, especially regarding the need for interfaces with 

GIS and databases along with more interaction capabilities. They correctly anticipated 

the drastic improvement of computer graphics, exemplified by the rendering of vegetation 

and the interdisciplinary nature of the field. 

As the technology behind these software progresses, larger entities outside of 

academia can evaluate their use for practical products and services. Over two decades, 

game engines have matured and been made accessible to anyone, often for free. Unity 

offers its engine for free with minor limitations such as a splash screen and Unreal has 

a royalty system for profits over one million dollars. 

Keeping in mind the scope of the research questions, the advantages of game engines 

can be summarised as follows: 

• Multi-platform and XR support: an application can be coded once and then 

deployed on various platforms (PC, consoles, mobile, web…), including XR 

applications 

• Real-time 3D rendering: allow for realistic interactions with physics and 

animations, lighting and shadows that drastically increase immersion 

• Editor: an integrated development environment for authoring content and 

speeding up development by providing common functions as GUI tools 

• Extensibility with plugins, packages, and assets adding new content and features 

While the disadvantages of integration with GIS are: 

• Lack of native georeferencing and projection system: location-based products have 

to be implemented from scratch, including local and global projections necessary 

for precise display (in Unity) or rely on plugins (in Unreal Engine with the 

“Georeferencing” plugin, Epic Games 2022) 

• Asset import pipeline performance: even for supported 3D formats, their size can 

make their use impractical for large areas 

• Limited interoperability: very few formats are natively supported by game engines, 

FBX is the most common one and is not suited to GIS-based 3D modelling (loss 

of semantic attributes, textures, geolocation) (Buyuksalih, 2017) 

There has been a strong interest in providing easier access to GIS data in game 

engines, with Unreal Engine leading the way. Through their “Epic Mega Grants”, 

Epic Games supports projects that enhance the 3D ecosystem and provide funding to 

companies developing new plugins such as Blackshark.ai or Cesium GS (Blackshark.ai, 

2021 and Cozzi, 2020). Both aim at representing 3D data on a global scale, which could 

provide numerous benefits to the development of digital twins for the entire planet. 
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Floods as relevant use-cases 

Disaster preparedness aims at reducing the impact of disaster events through 

preparation that helps cope with hazards. Natural hazards happen regularly everywhere 

on the globe, sometimes leading to disaster events when combined with exposure and 

aggravated by the local vulnerability. Due to their global reach and important impact on 

human lives, disasters are extensively studied and appropriate for use in exploratory 

visualisation in part due to the empathy they generate. Applied to a specific use-case, it 

would help understand the threats faced by communities and how to raise awareness 

about their scope, including to decision-makers. 

For this project, the modelling of a tsunami on a coastal city such as Tokyo was 

initially envisioned, with animations showing incoming waves interacting with a city 

model realistically. Delft3D, a popular modelling suite for hydrodynamic simulation from 

Deltares, was selected and tested due to its proven capabilities (Deltares System, 2011). 

This proved to be out of scope for our work, which focuses on GIS and game engine 

integration, as implementing a realistic simulation within the software would not have 

made use of the same technologies (Le, 2019 and Josiah, 2020). Instead, pre-calculated 

urban flood extents were chosen due to their availability and compatibility with GIS. 

Flood predictions can be used for cities such as Prague or Brno that publish them as 

open data to analyse the risk they pose to infrastructures. These predictions consist in 

flood extent data for a specific annual peak discharge, a measure of the highest water 

flow in a year in cubic metres per second. Frequency curves are used to determine the 

recurrence intervals, also known as the return period in years, depending on the intensity 

of the predicted flood event: this is called flood frequency analysis (Dalrymple, 1960). This 

probability corresponds to the likelihood of that event happening in a year: for instance, 

a 1-year flood has a 100% (1/1) probability of happening in a year, while a 25-years flood 

has a 4% chance (1/25) and a 100-years flood a 1% chance (1/100). Combined with 

elevation models, this can be transformed into the data used here, predicting the 

maximum extent a flood will have (Qi, 2009). With that said, it does not consider all 

modelisation parameters like the urban drainage system or state of vegetation. 

 

 

Figure 3: Example peak discharge versus return interval curve for the South Saskatchewan 

River in Canada (Kalischuk, 2001). 
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Flood events are particularly suitable for visualisation since they occur at frequent 

intervals on all continents, impact people’s livelihoods directly and can be depicted 

spatially at various complexity scales, from localised sea-level rise (NOAA, 2022 and 

Copeland, 2012) to underground infrastructure risk assessment (Vamvakeridou-

Lyroudia, 2020). The focus is on visualising the impact of the aforementioned flood 

extents in a 3D manner that can be adapted to VR or AR. Flood Action VR, developed at 

the University of Iowa, is described as a “3D gaming environment for awareness and 

training about disaster preparedness” where a player has to solve tasks in VR in a flooded 

environment (Sermet, 2019). Unfortunately, the article does not detail 

the implementation and user feedback gathered during the 2017 Samsung Developer 

Conference. In another example, Zhi et al. describe urban flood risk assessment methods. 

They rely on a 3D visualisation of flood risk, which has advantages in transparency and 

user understanding, including for stakeholders (Zhi, 2020). Both examples illustrate the 

interest in the 3D and VR visualisation of flood data, even though the means are very 

different: in the first case a gamified experience, in the second an in-depth risk 

exploration. 

 

Immersive visualisation through virtual reality 

The transition from a 3D game to a VR application is made simple in Unity from 

a development standpoint through pre-made components that can be interlocked to 

produce a complete system, from head tracking to controller buttons press. The main 

implementation difference between a monitor and VR lies in interactions, i.e., from 

keyboard and mouse to position tracking and controllers. Because different 

manufacturers have their own VR runtime, developing a product focused on a single type 

of hardware would be inefficient. This is where the OpenXR open standard can help. 

Developed by the Kronos Group, its 1.0 specifications were released in 2019; according 

to Brad Insko, Intel’s Lead XR Architect, “OpenXR seeks to simplify AR/VR software 

development, enabling applications to reach a wider array of hardware platforms without 

having to port or rewrite their code” (Khronos Group, 2019). In other words, OpenXR 

solves AR/VR fragmentation by providing a cross-platform API that hardware and 

software companies can use, creating a platform-agnostic experience for XR products. 

Unity and Unreal Engine have been supporting XR applications and enabling their 

proliferation for many years. In addition, both now support OpenXR, further simplifying 

development. 

As a relatively recent technology, VR can generate interest amongst users by itself, no 

matter the thematic area. Depending on the task and its execution, the added immersion 

can lead to a lower mental workload and better usability (Filho, 2020). VR is also better 

suited to learning than traditional text-based methods. Indeed, in a 2015 study on serious 

games, a group played a serious game on disaster risk management before their 

evaluation and comparison to a control group that used textbooks. The game-based 

learning environment proved better for motivation, engagement, and effectiveness, among 

other advantages (Meera, 2015). However, serious games still have the disadvantage of 

being more expensive to develop than text or static images. For development and testing, 

the Oculus Quest 2 headset was used. 
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User experience evaluation 

Considering the exploratory nature of this visualisation work and its state of 

development, the methods mentioned are experimental. As such, evaluating their 

effectiveness will be helpful to future readers wishing to implement similar methods and 

build upon this work by giving it a critical look. Among the several ways of doing so, 

which include eye-tracking, direct questions, or thinking aloud (Freire, 2012), user 

questionnaires appeared appropriate for two reasons: they provide a window into the 

user’s mind and opinion and allow for the simplified gathering of large quantities of data. 

An in-VR questionnaire was considered, as opposed to a web-based, out-VR 

questionnaire. One fully integrated with the VR application would improve the immersion 

and the feeling of participating in an experiment, which users would prefer (Safikhani, 

2021). However, there is no significant benefit to an in-VR questionnaire beside that. 

Furthermore, this would require a redesign of the application through the gamification of 

the experience, necessary for successful integration, plus additional UI design. For this 

reason, a web-based questionnaire was instead developed. 

Analysing the user perception of geospatial data in a VR application developed in 

a game engine through questionnaires is not a new endeavour. It has been found to 

increase the perception of 3D environments and user motivation, however more research 

is necessary to understand the benefits in terms of usability (Carbonell-Carrera, 2021). 

 

Digital twins 

The term digital twin encompasses all types of virtual replicas, ranging from the 

human body to vehicles. The definition is broad as they are complex systems unique to 

their use-cases, including healthcare, urban planning or even manufacturing. Of interest 

for this thesis are smart cities digital twins, which are multi-layered replicas requiring 

the integration of terrain, building, infrastructure, mobility, and real-time data (White, 

2021). While the whole design process is not part of this exercise, their use of geospatial 

data and techniques can be studied and re-created using different methods. Digital twins 

are systems whose individual components are assembled in the final phase. 

Implementing these components, most crucially the ones related to integration and 

interoperability, solves the challenge of interfacing between the replica’s backend and 

frontend. 

For disaster preparedness, conceptual research from Chao Fan et al. details how 

digital twins could be the core of a “Disaster City Digital Twin”. The first step is sensing, 

collecting the data from various sources, including crowdsourcing. This step is followed 

by the integration step, with pre-processing and projection for further analysis. Lastly, 

using the collected data and observations, information valuable to decision-makers can 

be extracted before leading to real-life actions. One of the challenges with this approach 

is the filtering step, as the data is not necessarily authoritative, yet accuracy is crucial 

for any disaster response approach to avoid wasting resources or missing important news 

(Fan, 2021). An advanced gamified decision-making experience nonetheless provides 

benefits, especially for training purposes. No matter the chosen approach, game engines 

are key integration components, acting as the recipient for processed data and with the 

capabilities of adding their own logic to output information in a visual manner. 
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Semantic perspective 

When reading this document, a concept that may come to mind is that of serious 

game, which can be defined as the combination of a utilitarian function with the main 

elements of a video game. The G/P/S model (Gameplay, Purpose, Sector) is a proposed 

model for classifying serious games (Alvarez, 2011). Applied to our standalone 

visualisation tool, the lack of gameplay elements (stated goal, possibility of winning), 

combined with the informative and research purpose, as opposed to entertainment, 

means it cannot be classified as a “serious game” because it is not a game in the first 

place. On the other hand, the classification “serious play” proposed by the author of the 

G/P/S model is appropriate. With that said, the scientific consensus appears to be the 

lack of a clear definition. It is thus up to the writer to assign their project to a category 

based on their understanding of the concepts and apparent relevance to the task at hand. 

Another semantic clarification is the distinction between extended, augmented, virtual 

and mixed reality. Virtual reality is the most known term: it relies on an HMD for a full 

immersion into a virtual world and can include other components such as audio or haptic 

feedback. Augmented reality overlays digital information over the real world, enhancing 

our perception of reality. Mixed reality merges the real and virtual world by enabling 

interaction with one affecting the other (Intel, 2020). Finally, extended reality is an 

umbrella term that encompasses all previously mentioned “reality types”. 

Lastly, defining integration, interoperability and fusion is beneficial to ensure 

a common understanding of the topic and implications. According to the Merriam-

Webster dictionary, integrate corresponds to the process of “coordinating or blending into 

a functioning or unified whole”; interoperability is the “ability of a system to work with or 

use parts or equipment of another system”; fusion is the “union by or as if by melting”. 

 

 

Figure 4: Schematic description of integration (left), interoperability (middle), and fusion 

(right) through two abstract systems A and B along with their relations. 

 

When talking about data or software, the definitions may differ slightly even though 

the main ideas remain. The integration of two systems could be defined as using 

a translator for them to understand each other despite speaking different languages. 

On the other hand, interoperability is their ability to communicate together using 

a common language: standards and interfaces. As an illustration: streaming raster data 

from a GIS server to a game engine is not possible as is, so the systems are not 

interoperable; using a tool like FME enables the conversion of GIS data to a format 

understood by game engines, so the systems can be integrated. Fusion can be understood 

as the union of two distinct datasets or tools into a single functional one, combining all 

tools into one. In summary, integration describes the process of having two incompatible 

systems communicate with each other and is what this thesis is about, while 

interoperability and fusion are ideal future steps. 
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4 TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

After a preliminary analysis of requirements and available tools, the implementation 

is the core part of this thesis. A VR application is developed by processing, integrating 

and visualising various 2D and 3D data. The following chapters describe these processes, 

explain the decisions made and provide development notes to allow the replication of part 

or all of it. 

4.1 Data collection 

For the scope of this work, the implementation required at least two types of thematic 

data: floodplain extents and building models. Since the host university for this thesis is 

the Palacký University Olomouc, the two largest cities in the Czech Republic, Prague and 

Brno, were initially selected. Both cities have an open data hub that provides all the 

necessary datasets, although most of their documentation is only available in the Czech 

language. As long as the data exists or can be created, any other city can be implemented. 

All datasets are provided either in WGS84 coordinate system (EPSG:4326), the 

Czechoslovak S-JTSK (EPSG:4156) or both. They were converted to Web Mercator 

Auxiliary Sphere (EPSG:3857) since, at the time of writing, it is the only coordinate system 

supported by local scenes in the ArcGIS Maps SDK. Global scenes support WGS84 

natively in addition to Web Mercator. 

The data used in this initial implementation follows the Creative Commons Attribution 

4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) licence. Under its terms, the data can be shared, 

redistributed, and adapted for any purpose, as long as appropriate credit is given to 

the authors and no additional restriction is placed on the derived work. The software used 

and their source code are covered by their respective licence policy, most importantly 

the commercial licenses of ArcGIS Pro and Unity. 

4.1.1 2D data 

Floodplains are the thematic data used for analysis and visualisation in this thesis. 

They are the maximum water extent during a natural flood event and are divided into 

different discharge rates. As this work is focused first on visualisation, 100-years floods 

are the most interesting since they have the most significant impact footprint over a city, 

though different return intervals are also covered. The processing methods for creating 

floodplains in the Czech Republic are officially defined by the country’s Ministry of 

Environment (Czech Republic, 2018). The data is redistributed through the portals of 

municipalities, including Prague and Brno (IPR Praha Database, 2019 and Statutární 

město Brno, 2021). All flood datasets were downloaded directly as shapefiles. 

In addition to flood extents, elevation and base imagery layers are necessary to provide 

context and an accurate, immersive representation of reality. The 5th generation DRM 

5G (DTM) of the Czech Republic is provided by the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping 

and Cadastre, has a 2-metre resolution, is produced through photogrammetry and 

LiDAR, and is continuously updated (Czech Land Survey Office, 2017). The imagery 

basemap of the Czech Republic was acquired from the same office and available in a 

similar manner, albeit through a map server instead of an image server (Czech Land 

Survey Office, 2022). The elevation and imagery layers are accessible as hosted web 

services in the raster tile layers format for cloud-based use within Unity. Higher-

resolution data might be available on a per-city basis, in which case they can be replaced 

easily. 
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Figure 5: 100-years flood zones over the city of Brno, as displayed online in the Brno 

datahub. 

 

It is possible to convert the 2D flood extents to a 3D object by enriching the vector 

layer as a polyline with elevation data, then interpolate it to a multipatch shapefile. 

However, this is not straightforward and complexifies the processing part. Because a river 

is also not a simple plane, it requires very precise elevation data for the output to look 

realistic. 

4.1.2 3D data 

The main visualisation component in this experiment is the 3D city building models. 

Every building in the city is represented without textures in the LOD2 representation. 

Levels of Detail are described in the OGC CityGML conceptual model and represent four 

consecutive levels of spatial abstraction (Open Geospatial Consortium, 2021). LOD2 

consists of the generalised roof shape over an extruded building footprint. Because more 

detailed data is less common and visual aspect is the main selection criteria, LOD2 strikes 

a good balance between availability and visual fidelity. 

The city of Brno offers two LOD2 building models. One comes from photogrammetry 

methods and is the most detailed (Statutární město Brno, 2022a), however its spatial 

extent is limited and does not cover all of our area of interest, namely the riverbanks. For 

that reason, the second dataset, produced through a DSM and building footprints, was 

used (Statutární město Brno, 2022b). Prague provides a model similar to Brno, with high-

resolution images processed through photogrammetry and covering the entire city in 

LOD2 (IPR Praha Database, 2022). All buildings datasets are shapefiles in the multipatch 

geometry type, which enables the boundary of 3D objects to be represented and were 

downloaded as Esri file geodatabases. 
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Figure 6: 3D building model of Brno, as displayed online in the Brno datahub. 

4.2 Project preparation 

Once the data has been identified and collected, it must be processed for 

the information of interest to be extracted. In parallel, the Unity project must be ready to 

receive and ingest the incoming data. 

4.2.1 Data processing 

Depending on the extent of the city model data, it might be necessary to ignore 

buildings that are too distant and do not contain meaningful information for 

the visualisation. For instance, because the model for Prague is so large, features farther 

than 2km away from the flood zones were filtered out in ArcGIS Pro with a Selection by 

Location operation prior to any further processing. At this stage, it is also important to 

make sure the data is in the correct coordinate system (WGS84). 

The next step was to create a numerical attribute column named for example 

FLOODED. The previous operation, Selection by Location, is used again though this time 

with the condition that buildings selected must intersect with a flood extent. First, the 

largest, i.e., less common, return interval is selected. If buildings intersect with the flood 

extent, it is then possible to change the value of the FLOODED attribute and add the 

return interval in years as a value. It is assumed that all buildings flooded at a specific 

return interval are also flooded during less common return intervals, e.g., all buildings 

affected by a 5-years flood are also affected by 20-years and 100-years floods. As such, 

the value 100 is first added to buildings affected by 100-years floods, then 20, and lastly 

5-years floods. Thanks to the overlap of the return intervals, the information for all flood 

events is kept within a single attribute column, with the added benefits of knowing at 

which return interval a specific building is first flooded (Table 1). These values will be 

used by the Unity shader later on. 
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Table 1 Description of return intervals and required attribute values for their display 

Return interval Attribute values to select 

5-years floods 5 

20-years floods 5 + 20 

100-years floods 5 + 20 + 100 

 

The precise centre for our area of interest will be useful in the ArcGIS Maps SDK as 

the centre of local scenes. To calculate it, a Multipatch Footprint operation is performed 

on the building layers, outputting a multipolygon shapefile layer with the footprint of each 

building. Changing the geometry type is necessary for the next operation: calculating 

the layer’s Mean Center. The coordinates of the resulting point correspond to the mean 

centre of the building layer. While the precision of coordinates varies depending on the 

latitude, six digits after the decimal place are enough for decimetre-scale accuracy. Lastly, 

the building layer enriched with flood information must be exported in the Scene Layer 

Package format (.slpk), as this is the only 3D objects format read by the SDK. The .slpk 

files can be read as a local file or as a hosted scene layer on ArcGIS Online. 

A toolbox was built using the ArcGIS Model Builder to illustrate the various GIS 

processing steps and facilitate its transferability (Figure 7). It is partially automated, 

requiring input layers and parameters such as flood return intervals to be correctly 

specified, and outputs a 3D object scene layer package file along with the mean centre 

for that layer. The complexity of models depends on the number of cities and flood return 

intervals to be integrated. Included below is the simplified model graphic with a single 

return interval selected. The toolbox itself is available as an attachment. 

 

 

Figure 7: ArcGIS Pro Model Builder graph for the building enrichment process, exported 

from ArcGIS Pro. It contains the following operations: Select Layer by Location, Calculate 

Field, Create 3D Object Scene Layer Content, and in parallel to the latter, Multipatch 

Footprint and Mean Center. 

4.2.2 Unity XR project setup 

The second preparation step is the Unity project, as it must be ready to receive 

the data and visualise it in VR. First, the project should use the Universal Render Pipeline, 

the High Definition Rendering Pipeline having not been tested. For compatibility reasons, 

the Active Input Handling parameter in the player settings should be set to “Both”, 

enabling both the “Old” and “New” input systems. Three plugins are required: the XR 

Plugin Management and XR Interaction Toolkit, which can be installed from the project 

settings, and the OpenXR Plugin from the package manager. OpenXR will be the plugin 

provider for XR, acting as the interface between the code and major headsets brands. 
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Within OpenXR settings, the Render Mode has to be set to “Multipass” in order to work 

with the ArcGIS Maps SDK. If web services are required and a mobile app is developed, 

Internet Access must be set to “Required" in the player settings. 

For XR movement and interaction, a new scene has to be created. One game object 

must hold the XR Origin and XR Interaction Manager components, with a main camera as 

a direct child game object. Said camera must have a Tracked Pose Driver component. 

With these elements, the project is ready for the import of the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity 

package. 

4.3 Data integration 

4.3.1 Introduction to the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity 

The ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity is being developed by Esri and enables access to real-

world geospatial data within this game engine. At the time of writing, it is in pre-release 

version 0.3.0 and should be fully released in May 2022. As such, more features are likely 

to be added but the core ones will stay the same. 

Its key feature is the ability to consume geospatial content from an ArcGIS platform, 

either from the web or offline using local services. Web services can be in the form of 

raster tile layers hosted on a map server, an elevation layer from an image server, and 

scene layers in the form of 3D objects or integrated mesh scene layers. Raster tile layers 

can act as either the basemap or a layer on top of it. Local services support two types of 

layers, raster tiles, and 3D objects. For offline use, raster tiles must be available as a 

single tile package file (.tpk/.tpkx), while 3D objects must be in the scene layer package 

format (.slpk). 3D objects scene layers support 3D attributes filtering, which means Unity 

and its shader rendering are able to access the attribute table of those layers and enrich 

the visualisation. As in ArcGIS Pro, both local and global scenes are supported. 

The ArcGIS Maps SDK works by providing various key components that offer 

functionalities necessary to the visualisation of localised geospatial data. There are eight 

main components which form the interface between the plugin’s backend and the user 

(Table 2). 

 

Table 2 Main components provided by the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity with their description. Note 

that the prefix “ArcGIS” and suffix “Component” were removed for readability 

Component Role Condition 

Camera Connects the camera object to the real-

world data and manages the viewport 

Attached to a camera object 

Camera 

Controller 

Controls the camera during play mode Attached to a camera object 

Location Places a game object at a specific 

geographical position 

At least one must be 

attached to a camera object 

Map Connects the layer with the map view 

component in the background 

Requires a renderer 

component 

Map View Setups the basemap, elevation, and 

added layers 

Required in all scenes, as a 

parent of the camera object 
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Component Role Condition 

Rebase Updates the position of the world when 

the camera moves 

Attached to a camera object 

Renderer Links the map view to the rendering 

backend 

Attached to a camera object 

Sky 

Reposition 

Updates the position of a volumetric fog 

when the camera moves 

Requires a rebase 

component and a sky and 

fog volume object 

 

Besides these, numerous dependencies and utilities are included in the plugin. Among 

those, it is useful to understand how the High Precision Framework, developed by Unity 

and incorporated into this plugin, works. Unity uses 32-bits floating-point numbers for 

its built-in coordinates, based on the Transform component which is present on every 

game object. While this precision is enough for most applications, this becomes an issue 

for global scenes and large local scenes as the imprecision can amount to metres of 

differences. For that reason, Esri needed double-precision floating-point numbers (64 

bits), which is what the High Precision Framework offers (Esri, 2021). It does so through 

the HPRoot component, which translates real-world coordinates into Unity’s universe 

coordinates, and the HPTransform component that replaces the normal Transform 

component. The replacement of the default Transform means the application must be 

developed with HPTransform in mind. It would also complexify the development of AR 

solutions, especially if those rely on GPS integration. 

4.3.2 Manual implementation workflow 

The ArcGIS Maps SDK plugin must be downloaded as an asset package file and 

imported into Unity. The plugin offers a prefab object which can be added to a scene and 

contains the ArcGIS Map Controller component. This object facilitates the testing of 

features through a UI. However, while it is very useful in discovering the functionalities 

and testing them, it does not provide us with enough control for a personalised 

implementation. To solve this problem, a custom C# script must be written using their 

API, preferably one with no hard-coded values for more flexibility when adding data for 

another city. 

 

Table 3 List of variables and their role from the custom ArcGIS Scene Setup script 

Variable Type Description 

isVRScene Boolean Changes the camera controller type if the scene 

uses Virtual Reality 

isLocalScene Boolean Changes the scene type from global to local 

basemapURL String Set an image tile layer as the basemap 

elevationURL String Set an elevation layer as the elevation source 

latitude Double Set the latitude of the extent centre and origin 

location 
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Variable Type Description 

longitude Double Set the longitude of the extent centre and origin 

location 

altitude Double Set the altitude (m) of origin location 

radius Double For local scenes, set the radius (m) of the extent 

APIKey String ArcGIS Developer API key 

buildingLayerFilePath String Path to the 3D object layers file 

buildingMaterialFilePath String Path to the 3D object layers material 

 

The ArcGIS Scene Setup component should be attached to a root game object, such as 

the XR Origin, and must have a camera tagged “MainCamera''. This is because the ArcGIS 

Map View component is added to that specific root object at runtime and various scripts 

will be looking for this component in their parent game object. Furthermore, the script 

will look for the main camera and attach it with the required components, namely 

the Camera, Location, Rebase, Renderer, and depending on the selected control type, 

either the Camera Controller or our custom VR Controller component. The script assumes 

the only layer of interest is a 3D objects layer with its own material. However, it can be 

modified to accommodate more layers and of a different type. An API key is necessary to 

stream private content from ArcGIS Online and can be obtained from the ArcGIS 

Developer website, requiring an Esri account. 

4.4 3D and XR visualisation 

4.4.1 Exploratory visualisation analysis 

Placing our visualisation application within MacEachren and Kraak’s Goals of Map 

Use Cube (MacEachren, 1997) provides a conceptual framework for understanding 

the type of visualisation through its purpose, audience, and interaction level. Even 

though it was designed with 2D cartographic products in mind, it is still applicable to 

this context of 3D visualisation, especially as it is a form of exploratory visualisation. 

In terms of purpose, the goal is to reveal unknown information to the user and create 

new knowledge. The level of interaction is medium due to the 3D nature of 

the visualisation and the various layers available, albeit no advanced control is possible. 

Lastly, the audience is diverse, with users having a wide range of experience in GIS and 

disaster preparedness; overall, it sits in the middle. With these parameters defined and 

according to the map use cube, this visualisation is made for the analysis of data. 

4.4.2 3D attributes and shaders 

By default, both ArcGIS Pro and Unity render 3D objects within scene layer packages 

as white objects. This would be enough if the visualisation was only focused on city 

buildings with no added thematic content. However, the goal is to convey information 

through the building layer: affected buildings must be identified during flood events to 

evacuate the population and minimise damage. Changing the building’s colour achieves 

this goal. 
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This is made possible by the Maps SDK as it implements 3D attributes filtering. 

By specifying the material used for rendering 3D objects layers, it is possible to use a 

shader attached to this material with a condition-based rendering. Shaders are programs 

defining the rendering pipeline for a program. The attributes to be forwarded from the 

scene layer package to the material have to be manually specified, hindering scalability 

as it requires knowing what attributes are present in the layer. Furthermore, only 

numerical attributes (floats, integers, doubles) are supported directly. For attributes such 

as strings or dates, it is required to use an additional function that will convert a non-

numerical value into a numerical one, necessitating numerous additional steps and lines 

of codes. 

Once the attribute has been forwarded from the layer to Unity, it can be used within 

the shader’s logic. Shaders can be coded directly in C# or built using the Shader Graph 

tool, a node-based framework facilitating their development. While this graph tool does 

not have all of the functionalities offered by the code nor the same level of customisation, 

it is sufficient for simple processing. Each shader must be used by a material, and it is 

this material that will be applied to the buildings using the shader’s logic. The rendering 

part comes from the default URP shader in the Maps SDK samples, so there is no need 

to modify that. The only part that needs tweaking is the logic outputting the base colour 

of the material: three consecutive if-else loops check whether the attribute of the 

FLOODED column is equal to the return interval, from the most common to the least 

common (Figure 8). The chosen colours were yellow for the most common flood extent to 

red for the least common flood extent since the most damaging flood event should be 

categorised using a more alarming colour. However, the opposite logic would be valid as 

well: buildings always affected by floods, no matter the return interval, are the most 

vulnerable. 

 

 

Figure 8: Unity flood shader logic for outputting the base colour of the material. 
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4.4.3 VR movement 

The default camera controller component provided by Esri allows for the movement of 

the camera object in three directions: up-down, left-right, and forward-backward. 

The camera rotation happens through the mouse, with a raycast function identifying 

where the mouse cursor is clicking on the map and rotating the view based on this 

position. Mouse scroll is also used for zooming in and out. This system is not usable with 

a VR headset because of the way the camera is rotated. To solve this problem, a different 

way of rotating it has to be implemented. The following section does not describe how to 

add and move visible controller objects. 

The location component, created by the setup script and added to the camera at 

runtime, deals with the camera’s location and rotation. The expected result of 3D 

movement in VR is that the player will move either in the direction it is looking in or in 

the direction the controller is pointing in. For 2D movement, the direction of the joystick 

is sufficient, but this is not applicable here. As such, the heading and the pitch, 

respectively the angle between the default camera’s direction on the horizontal plane and 

the vertical plane, must be determined from the look direction and forwarded to 

the location component. The roll can be ignored because it is unnecessary for smooth 

movement and could increase dizziness. Using the default component, the VR camera 

can be used to look around, but the game object will be pointing in the same direction 

and it will thus only be possible to move in that direction vector. 
 

void FixedUpdate() 

{   

 var locationComponent = 

origin.Camera.GetComponent<ArcGISLocationComponent>(); 

 var heading = origin.Camera.transform.eulerAngles.y; 

 var pitch = origin.Camera.transform.eulerAngles.x; 

 if (heading <= 180f) { 

  pitch = (90f - pitch); 

 } else { 

  pitch = (90f + Math.Abs(pitch - 360f)); 

 } 

 locationComponent.Rotation = new Rotator(heading, pitch, 0); 

} 

 

The code snippet above is the core of the VR controller. First, the logic happens within 

a FixedUpdate() function, running at a fixed frame rate instead of the default 

Update(), which has a variable frame rate dependant on the computer running it. This 

is necessary for the script to work as otherwise the movement would simply not happen. 

Three local variables are then initialised: the locationComponent of the XR Origin 

camera, defined at runtime and whose rotation will be modified, and the heading and 

pitch of the main camera through their Euler angles. The pitch has to be corrected 

depending on the look direction for it not to be reversed. Finally, the heading and 

corrected pitch can be fed into the location component to update the look direction. 

The rest of the code comes from the Camera Controller component, with unneeded 

functions like mouse raycasting or scrolling removed. The keyword var is used for defining 

the type of variables: they could be strongly typed but it is already used almost everywhere 

in the source code of the ArcGIS Maps SDK, providing more consistency and readability 

across the code-base. Instead of getting the camera from the XR Origin object, it is also 

possible to use Camera.main.gameObject to get the main camera directly. 
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The hierarchical placement of components between the various game objects is 

important. Incorrect placement of the main camera can lead to visual artefacts. 

For instance, by default, creating an XR Origin in Unity automatically creates a game 

object called Camera Offset as a child, and the main camera is located as a child of this 

camera offset, i.e., there is one empty object between the camera. If the Map View 

component is not located on the same object as the XR Origin and the camera is not 

directly a child of that, this will cause flickering when getting near the 3D object, possibly 

since the HPTransform component will not be updated correctly. Furthermore, it must be 

noted that the Maps SDK does not yet offer mesh collision for its layers, meaning it will 

be possible to fly through the terrain and buildings. 

4.4.4 VR interaction 

In order to navigate between the different cities, some level of interaction is required. 

As more than two cities are available, a dropdown menu is an easy way to choose between 

different choices. The dropdown can either be part of a menu or always be visible if it 

does not take up a lot of space. In any case, a canvas game object must be created 

containing the menu interactable objects as children and an event system object for input 

detection. In parallel, a menu script must be created to contain the function to be 

executed. The dropdown object can then be configured to contain the different cities and 

map each button to a menu function: when switching cities, the function will change the 

scene. 

In addition, the canvas can be rendered either in Screen Space - Camera mode or 

World Space. The latter will display the menu in-game as a world object: it will appear at 

a fixed position like a floating sign. The former will display the UI in front of the camera, 

no matter where it is looking. Because this implementation is exploratory, in 3D, and 

over a large area, it is impractical to have a world space canvas at a fixed point and 

the only solution would be to create a new object in front of the camera every time 

the menu is open. Rather, the screen space camera overlay is good enough; its usual 

disadvantage is the flickering and difficulty in reading it in VR, though due to its simplicity 

it is not an issue and provides the required functionalities in a simple manner. 

Lastly, the event system object should use the Input System UI Input Module 

component. This will make it use the new input system, which is more complicated to 

implement but offers more flexibility in terms of input mapping once this is done. 

The sample XR Interaction Toolkit input action map can be imported from the package 

manager, then modified to add a new UI action map with the navigate, submit and cancel 

action mapped respectively to the primary 2D axis of the right hand XR controller joystick, 

its primary button, and its secondary button. 
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5 CONCEPTUAL EVALUATION  

The ArcGIS Maps SDK is already a usable integration solution for digital twin 

development. Despite its strengths, this tool shows a few weaknesses, some by design, 

others due to its pre-release state. Therefore, it is important to be aware of alternative 

tools and methods that can achieve similar goals, in addition to evaluating the 

implementation and gathering feedback from users. In the following chapters, three 

alternatives will be presented and explored while the previously implemented tool will be 

evaluated through a questionnaire. 

5.1 Alternatives to the ArcGIS Maps SDK 

5.1.1 Cesium for Unreal 

Similar to Unity, Unreal Engine is a multi-platform commercial game engine developed 

by Epic Games and focuses on first-person 3D games. It is free with a royalty model and 

its source code is available. It uses C++ and visual scripting through “blueprints” for 

development (Epic Games, 2022). Unreal Engine 5, released in 2022, is the latest version 

available. It is for this engine that Cesium for Unreal was developed. 

Cesium GS describes itself as a "platform for 3D geospatial”: it is a company that 

offers various free and paid services. One of these is Cesium Ion, a paid platform with 

a free tier for hosting and delivering 3D content in the cloud (Cesium GS, 2022). Similar 

to ArcGIS Online in that regard, it supports imagery and elevation layers, though 

the main difference is the additional support for 3D tiles. This open 3D tiles specification, 

an OGC community standard (Open Geospatial Consortium, 2019), defines a tile format 

optimised for delivering 3D content on the web where bandwidth is the main constraint. 

The Cesium for Unreal plugin combines the functionalities of Unreal and Cesium Ion by 

streaming geospatial content on a planetary scale, allowing it to be further visualised and 

developed into a fully-fledged gamified experience.  

 

 

Figure 9: Unreal Engine 4 running the Cesium for Unreal plugin. The scene depicts a 

combined elevation and imagery layer for Brno. The Cesium Ion watermark is visible since 

the content is streamed from this platform without a commercial license. 
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By providing these integration capabilities, Cesium for Unreal positions itself as 

a major tool in building future digital twins. Streaming precise geospatial data for 

the entire world is precisely the type of capability needed for that. Development is ongoing 

and the various minor issues or bugs that users can encounter are being addressed 

promptly and publicly (Cesium GS, 2020).  

The main downside of this tool is its incompatibility with game engines other than 

Unreal. It is linked to the engine’s downsides, such as difficulty in developing mobile 

applications or the higher learning curve compared to Unity, illustrated by the complexity 

of C++ compared to C#. It is also tricky to export 3D scenes from ArcGIS Pro directly to 

Cesium Ion, as multipatch shapefile are not supported. This would require the additional 

hassle of using a tool such as FME to convert them to glTF, the preferred format for 

Cesium Ion, or another one like FBX or CityGML. Lastly, and despite its support for open 

standards and interfaces, Cesium Ion remains a commercial platform: the free tier only 

allows for 5GB of storage with restrictions on commercial use and funded educational 

projects.  

5.1.2 Interoperability in Unity: Digital Twin ESRIN 

Over a period of five months in 2021, the Digital Twin ESRIN prototype was developed 

in collaboration with the ESRIN/ESA Phi-Lab. It formed the preliminary work and main 

idea for this thesis, which leverages the know-how and resources involved. Its goal was 

to demonstrate functionalities for the visualisation of and interaction with environmental 

data in an XR environment representing a local digital twin of the ESRIN site (Deligant, 

2021). Using Agisoft Metashape, a photogrammetry software, 3D models of the site of 

various sizes and quality were generated using drone images (Agisoft, 2022). After this 

step, they were directly imported into Unity. A simple first-person movement system was 

added to navigate within the game, besides other mandatory elements such as a main 

menu. REST APIs were also used to integrate live air quality and vegetation health data 

into Unity through a canvas, as shown in the code snippet below. Once this work was 

ready, the VR movement system was added on top with OpenXR as an interface. 

 

public static string GetAPIData(string API_URL, string APIKey = null) { 

 HttpWebRequest request = 

(HttpWebRequest)WebRequest.Create(API_URL); 

 if (APIKey != null) { 

  request.Headers.Add("Authorization", "APIKey " + APIKey); 

 } 

 HttpWebResponse response = (HttpWebResponse)request.GetResponse(); 

 StreamReader reader = new 

StreamReader(response.GetResponseStream()); 

 string json = reader.ReadToEnd(); 

 response.Close(); 

 reader.Close(); 

 return json; 

} 

 

Several limitations were encountered during the integration of the photogrammetry 

models. Only a handful of 3D formats are supported by Unity, such as FBX or Wavefront 

OBJ (Unity Technologies, 2022). However, these formats are not ideal for large, complex, 

and detailed models: their size is measured in hundreds or thousands of megabytes, not 

counting the texture files which can reach the same size. Detailed models and textures 

are required for an immersive experience, especially for a first-person walkable 

environment, since the player can get very close to the textures. The Unity asset import 
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pipeline is not optimised for very large models. Their initial import can take hours and 

any modification to the model’s setting will require re-importing. 

 

 

Figure 10: Comparison of two pictures showing a part of ESRIN within Unity at different 

texture resolutions (top: 8192x4, bottom 4096x4). The reduction by a factor of four leaves 

bricks, leaves, and grass completely smoothed and reduced the file size for each individual 

texture from 256MB to 64MB. 

 

Another tentative consisted in importing PLATEAU data for the entire city of Tokyo. 

Project PLATEAU aims to create 3D models of major Japanese cities and make them 

available for free for research and commercial purposes (MLIT Japan, 2020). The models 

are LOD1 in the FBX format, theoretically lightweight with no textures and natively 

supported by Unity. Unfortunately, direct import is also impractical as it takes about 24h 

for the entire city, a time during which no other action can be performed within the editor. 

Once that is done, opening the folder where the imported assets were located also takes 

a very long time, possibly because the editor needs to generate asset miniatures by 

reading the models. 

All in all, this shows that importing 3D models of large areas into Unity only works 

well for areas of a limited size. This method does not scale well beyond an area covering 

a few buildings with detailed textures, i.e., for files larger than a few gigabytes. For these 

reasons, PLATEAU data was not used in the implementation. 
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There are still some advantages to the direct import approach. Interoperability is 

possible on a limited scale without georeferencing. If the requirements take into account 

the limitation of the technologies, game engines are mature enough to be usable for 

technical and scientific applications without necessitating a background in game 

development. For instance, integrating real-time thematic data is straightforward and 

produces usable results. Lastly, VR was confirmed as a powerful and accessible tool for 

visualisation. 

5.1.3 Godot, a FOSS option 

Godot is a FOSS multi-platform game engine released in 2014. It provides an editor 

for 2D and 3D development, supports the C#, C++ and native GDScript language. Its 

open-source nature under an open license theoretically makes it the most extendable 

engine: by comparison, Unity is closed-source and Unreal Engine open-source with 

a commercial license. As of version 4, Godot natively supports OpenXR (Linietsky, 2022). 

The asset import pipeline for large 3D models felt notably faster in Godot than in 

Unity, although no benchmarks were done. For instance, importing the Digital Twin 

ESRIN model of medium quality could take almost an hour in Unity, but only a few 

minutes in Godot. This is possibly because Godot natively supports glTF, a highly 

compressed 3D format developed by Khronos Group aimed at improving the transmission 

of 3D scenes over the web (Khronos Group, 2021). The glTF format is recommended, 

though others such as OBJ and FBX are also supported. As such, the interoperability 

capabilities of Godot appear similar to that of Unity. 

 

 

Figure 11: Full resolution glTF model of Digital Twin ESRIN imported in a Godot scene. 

 

Godot has no built-in support for the integration of geospatial data, but it can be 

added via plugins. The geodot-plugin does exactly that: relying on GDAL, it allows 

georeferenced raster and vector data to be loaded in the engine, even in real-time 

(Institute of Landscape Development, Recreation and Conservation Planning, 2020). 

However, the plugin does not work out of the box, documentation is scarce, and overall 

learning and development require more work than Unity. All in all, Godot appears as a 

potentially attractive alternative to using Unity for interoperability work, although few to 

no major integration tools, such as for ArcGIS Online or Cesium Ion, are available. 
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5.2 User testing 

5.2.1 Questionnaire design 

Designing a questionnaire requires strong preparation to make it as neutral and 

attractive as possible. The form must be unambiguous, requiring appropriate question 

formats and a preliminary review. For instance, whenever a numerical scale is 

appropriate, having the scale go from zero to ten, instead of one to ten, provides a middle 

point for participants who neither agree nor disagree with it (Thwaites Bee, 2016). When 

the input is a number or a percentage, configuring the form to ensure only numerical 

values can be entered validates inputs. Avoiding ambiguities is also necessary to achieve 

the most accurate results: about Prague’s model, not all buildings appearing on the 

basemap are also present as 3D objects. The questions on that city thus specify that “all 

buildings” include only buildings visible in the 3D model. Google Forms was selected due 

to its popularity, a tool most participants will be familiar with and allowing them to focus 

on the questions themselves. Testing happened over two consecutive days, with one batch 

of participants each day. 

One type of content missing from the implementation is waypoints or markers for 

orientation. This would make it difficult for participants to convey localisation information 

or pinpoint a location. Considering that this was a requirement for the question on 

elevation, three waypoints were temporarily added to the project during the 

questionnaire. They are cylinders of three colours: purple, green, and blue, created as 

multipatch shapefile within ArcGIS Pro and exported as an additional scene layer 

package. Each had an attribute for their colour with a shader in Unity applying the right 

one to each. The participant can now mention a specific waypoint. Other temporary 

modifications to the application included disabling the UI, since each participant should 

try only one city in VR (with the other being in ArcGIS Online) and adding a shortcut to 

show and hide the waypoints manually. 

The questions deal with the perception of flooding data, more broadly with the 

perception of GIS data through VR. Participants have to guess the percentage of flooded 

buildings of all colours or a specific one (orange) and are separated into two groups: one 

will do so for city A in VR and city B in ArcGIS Online, the other with city B in VR and 

city A in ArcGIS Online (Figure 12). This minimises the importance of the order in which 

cities are shown as the estimates will be very different. For cities viewed in VR, the three 

waypoints previously mentioned were placed across them at different heights and one 

question is about finding out which one sits on the highest point on the ground. Lastly, 

there are a handful of questions to provide background info on the participant’s 

experience, asking about their opinion on the navigation in both cases and general 

feedback. 
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of the two possible questionnaire paths: each group 

sees one city in VR and the other in ArcGIS Online, while both share another common set 

of questions.  

 

The hypothesis is that participants will overestimate the number of flooded buildings 

(of all colours) in VR because of its immersive aspect. The number of orange buildings 

(20-years floods) is expected to be overestimated in all cases, as the number of affected 

buildings is very small. Regarding the waypoints and their elevation, the correct one is 

not expected to be easily spottable without a careful examination. Lastly, it is expected 

that participants will find ArcGIS Online easier to control, though will prefer the fun 

aspect of VR. 

 

Table 4 List of questions from the survey along with possible answers 

Number Question Answer 

1 What is your name? (ID) Text 

2 
What group of questions will this 

be? 

Brno VR/Prague ArcGIS 

Prague VR/Brno ArcGIS 

3-6-9-11 

During a 100-years flood (red), 

what percentage of the buildings 

are flooded? 

Number between 1 and 100 

4-7-10-12 

During a 20-years flood (orange), 

what percentage of the buildings 

are flooded? 

Number between 1 and 100 

5-8 
What waypoint is located on the 

highest ground? 

Blue 

Purple 

Green 

13 
How much experience do you have 

with GIS? 

No experience 

1-5 years 

5+ years 

14 

How much experience do you have 

with game engine development 

(Unity, Unreal)? 

No experience 

1-5 years 

5+ years 

15 Had you ever used ArcGIS Online? 
Yes 

No 
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Number Question Answer 

16 
Had you ever used a Virtual 

Reality headset? 

Yes, many times (5+) 

Yes, a few times (1-5) 

No, never 

17 
Were you broadly familiar with the 

cities beforehand? 

Yes 

No 

18 
What system felt easier to navigate 

in terms of controls? 

Oculus Quest 

ArcGIS Online 

19 

In VR, were you limited by the 

controls (speed, movement 

directions)? 

Yes 

No 

20 
Do you see any added value in VR 

compared to ArcGIS Online? 
Text 

21 Do you have any other feedback? Text 

 

5.2.2 Participants demographics 

Having a basic understanding of who the participants are is necessary to assess 

the validity of the questionnaire and prevent bias in the analysis of their responses. 

 

 

Figure 13: Pie charts showing the experience level of participants with GIS (left) and game 

engines (right). 

 

All participants are expected to have at least one year of experience with GIS, with 

a few having more than five years of experience, while the majority are expected to have 

no experience with game engines. All were part of the Department of Geoinformatics at 

the Palacký University Olomouc: no diversity was required in that regard since the control 

test consisted of the ArcGIS Online questions. The work builds on top of this existing 3D 

visualization solution, plus users should be familiar with GIS to be able to provide 

meaningful feedback. 
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Figure 14: Pie charts showing the experience of users with VR headsets (left) and their 

background knowledge of both cities (right). 

 

More than half of the participants had already tried a VR headset at least once, 

a handful had a lot of experience, and a third had never tried it whatsoever. Virtually all 

participants had already used ArcGIS Online, confirming its role as a control and 

validation part. Their name was collected initially and later converted to an identifier so 

that no personal information remained available. 

 

 

Figure 15: Thesis supervisor Jan Brus wearing the Oculus Quest 2 during 

the questionnaire. 
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6 RESULTS 

The objectives of this thesis were to analyse, test and describe the integration between 

GIS and game engines in the context of digital twins for disaster preparedness. 

Throughout two research parts, these goals were explored, providing a detailed 

explanation of the processes that lead to various relevant findings. This section presents 

them in a summarised manner. 

6.1.1 Technical implementation 

As the selected integration tool, the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity appeared powerful 

and capable despite its pre-release state and lack of important functionalities. All 

currently supported layer types were successfully integrated, including imagery basemap, 

elevation, and 3D objects scenes. The ability to stream files from ArcGIS Online with 

an API key adds flexibility and scalability, while local files can be convenient and reduce 

network strain. Advanced visualisation is not yet completely scalable: for instance, 3D 

attributes require defining a Unity shader and knowing the attributes of the layer in 

advance. It has a few peculiar characteristics that complexify development in Unity, most 

importantly the need for high-precision coordinates through the HPTransform 

component, meaning applications should be tailored to that tool or need to be converted 

to support it. With a 1.0 release expected in May 2022, the addition of new features should 

further increase its capabilities. 

Developing a VR application in Unity is straightforward, thanks to the detailed 

documentation available and support for OpenXR, including interaction capabilities. 

Adapting it to the ArcGIS Maps SDK plugin required dealing with the aforementioned 

specificities. The movement script had to be reverse-engineered and adapted to work with 

an HMD. 

 

 

Figure 16: Prague as visible in the Unity application. The imagery basemap shows buildings 

that are not present in the 3D model. 
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Figure 17: Brno as visible in the Unity application. The imagery’s coverage does not extend 

to the whole area, leaving the outskirts in white with only the elevation displayed. 

 

Available on the attached SD card, the output is the standalone VR application for the 

Windows OS, along with the project files necessary to modify and compile it for a different 

OS. It is ready to be used with any OpenXR-supported HMD and controller, although the 

application can also be compiled for use with a keyboard and mouse. The two largest 

cities in the Czech Republic, Prague and Brno, were implemented. 

6.1.2 Alternatives methods and tools 

Despite the powerful capabilities of the ArcGIS Maps SDK for game engines, namely 

the seamless integration of game engines with Esri platforms and interfaces, it is not 

suited to all use-cases. Reliance on this ecosystem is both a strength and a weakness, as 

the limited availability of formats and its commercial nature hinder it. There are 

nonetheless alternative integration tools and interoperability methods. 

Cesium for Unreal is one of the most developed and accessible options, with its own 

set of advantages and disadvantages. By streaming content into Unreal from the Cesium 

Ion platform, it supports a variety of open formats and can scale to the entire globe. 

However, it is equally limited in terms of interfaces, with for instance no easy integration 

of Esri formats or the obligation to host the content on Cesium Ion, a commercial platform 

first and foremost. 

Unlike the two previous examples, interoperability methods rely on the existing 

capabilities of game engines for reading geospatial data. Unlike Unity, Unreal Engine 

offers a georeferencing plugin, otherwise they are pretty similar in the formats they 

support, asset import pipeline performance, and scalability. The latter is often an issue 

due to the size of high-resolution and high-coverage models. Godot does a better job in 

that regard with native support for the streaming-optimised glTF specification, even 

though it is less accessible than its competitors due to limited documentation. Reliance 

on plugins and established engines is necessary for individuals or small teams without 

the resources to build a complete geospatial integration and visualisation system. Home-

built plugins are an option for larger projects, especially on open-source engines such as 

Unreal Engine or Godot. 
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6.1.3 User testing 

The goal of the questionnaire is to analyse the perception of 3D geospatial data in VR, 

compare it to the perception of 3D data on the web, and gather feedback on the 

implementation. Through two sets of questions, it inquired about how geospatial data is 

perceived, the ease of extracting information from a visualisation, and the potential biases 

caused by VR. 

 

Table 5 Results from the questions on buildings count estimation for the city of Brno 

Brno Flooded buildings (%) Orange buildings (%) 

VR ArcGIS Online VR ArcGIS Online 

Correct value 10 1 

Average reply 23.6 12.6 7.1 2.9 

Standard deviation 8.9 6.8 6.8 2.0 

 

Table 6 Results from the questions on buildings count estimation for the city of Prague 

Prague Flooded buildings (%) Orange buildings (%) 

VR ArcGIS Online VR ArcGIS Online 

Correct value 3.4 1.2 

Average reply 5.4 7.0 2.6 3.0 

Standard deviation 2.8 5.2 1.7 2.7 
 

For virtually all questions, a majority of participants overestimated the number of 

buildings affected by floods. The difference is greater in Brno with an overestimation of 

9% on average, compared to Prague with only 3%. The overestimation was the same in 

VR and ArcGIS Online at 6%. According to the standard deviation, the answers were more 

disparate for Brno than for Prague. The most interesting distinction appears when 

comparing the differences between VR and ArcGIS Online in each city. Participants 

overestimated affected buildings in Brno in VR compared to ArcGIS Online by a factor of 

2, while they slightly underestimated the affected buildings in Prague in VR compared to 

ArcGIS Online (Table 5, Table 6). 

VR thus appears to act as a perception amplifier: if many buildings are affected, this 

fact will be exaggerated; if few buildings are affected, it will be diminished. Due to the 

limited sample size, more research is necessary to confirm this trend. 

 

Table 7 Height of all waypoints for both cities 

Waypoint/City Brno Prague 

Blue 227m 192m 

Green 197m 187m 

Purple 208m 179m 
 

The questions on localising waypoints provided very equally interesting insights on 

the usefulness of the system. As seen in Table 7, the blue waypoints were the highest 

ones in both cases. 
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Figure 18: Pie charts showing the responses on which waypoint was the highest in Brno 

(left) and Prague (right). 

 

According to the results for Brno and Prague, it was indeed possible to differentiate 

between the elevation represented by these towers (Figure 18). Only a third of participants 

chose the correct answer for Brno, although this can be explained by the presence of 

nearby hills giving the purple waypoint the illusion of height, leading more participants 

to select it. For Prague, the difference in height between the highest and second-highest 

was only 5m, yet a majority chose the correct answer and the lowest waypoint was never 

selected. Overall, the accuracy appears quite good with the highest or second-highest 

possibility selected, their clear differentiation requiring in one case to overcome an 

unconscious bias and in the second to spot a 5m difference in elevation. This finding is 

of interest as it demonstrates how VR is able to accurately convey subtle relative 

differences in elevation, a thematic layer extremely common in 3D visualisation, even 

though geographic features such as hills can cause bias. 

 

 

Figure 19: Blue and purple waypoints over the city of Brno as visible within Unity. The hills 

in the middle-ground give an illusion of height to the purple waypoint. 
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Figure 20: Pie charts showing the feedback of users on their navigation preferences (left) 

and complaints (right). 

 

Disproving the initial hypothesis, two thirds of the people preferred the navigation 

through the Quest 2 to using ArcGIS Online. Despite this slight preference, half of all 

participants found themselves limited by the controls in their exploration of the data. 

Speed was the most common complaint, as seen in the textual feedback, luckily it is 

a duo of variables that can be easily tweaked. Movement directions are part of broader 

possible improvements on navigation, which would include using the whole controller 

and its position rather than just its joystick for movement. This would also be relatively 

easy to implement. 

 

Table 8 Words appearing more than twice in the textual feedback on the advantages of VR, with 

similar words merged (e.g., view-viewing) 

Word Frequency 

View 6 

Angle 3 

Immersion 3 

Wide 3 

Bird 2 

Engagement 2 

Realism 2 
 

The results of the feedback section on the added value of VR give us information on 

advantages that are not necessarily evident nor easy to convey through text or a standard 

2D screen. The word “view” is found in more than a third of all answers. It is often present 

in combination with “angle”, “wide” and “bird”, through the sentences “wide view angle” 

and “bird view”. Indeed, when using a VR headset, our eyes can enjoy a viewing angle 

much wider than when looking at a computer screen, in fact as wide as in real life. In 

turn, this improves the “immersion”, “engagement” and “realism” aspects, which are all 

found in the feedback responses. 
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Lastly, in terms of general feedback, a word frequency analysis is not relevant due to 

the low number of answers and their heterogeneity. At least two participants felt dizzy 

when trying the VR headset, a symptom of motion sickness. The aforementioned network 

issues affected a handful of participants, degrading their experience. Some suggested 

increasing the movement speed and moving in the direction of the controller as opposed 

to that of the camera. 

There are various elements of interest noted while observing the participants that 

could not be formally recorded: 

• When asked to estimate the percentage of flooded buildings, few participants 

looked at the cities from “nadir”, in VR as in ArcGIS Online, to try replicating 

the experience of a static map 

• The default extent is crucial, especially in ArcGIS Online, as some will not try to 

look beyond what is initially visible or move around a lot, thus missing some parts 

of the cities 

• The control scheme (forward movement direction aligned with the camera look 

direction) was unintuitive for some people, who did not often look behind them or 

up and down, while for others this was perfectly intuitive 

Overall, geospatial data is well perceived in game engines through VR. The information 

was conveyed to users with a GIS background in an entertaining manner and the current 

implementation proved sufficient for that goal. The application could nonetheless be 

tweaked to be more user-friendly and accommodate more interaction functionalities. 

Besides, the importance of questionnaire preparation and setup was emphasised by 

the bandwidth issues present initially and the ambiguity of some questions. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

During the analysis and implementation of this project, various technical and 

conceptual issues were encountered. This had to be solved or worked around to fulfil 

the initial objectives. This section describes the main challenges of the chosen approach, 

possible solutions, and future outlook. 

 

Application development 

As part of a digital twin system, GIS and game engine integration is a single 

component, not usable in and of itself. It requires at least input data and output 

visualisation. Game engines have made the development of said visualisation accessible 

to anyone without specialised skills, yet the process of creating a usable application for 

professional use is complex. For instance, no main or settings menu was implemented, 

the control scheme is static, and interaction is limited. Building these capabilities is 

a matter of resource investment with specific goals and use-cases. Unity, Unreal Engine, 

and Godot all make this possible with various levels of preliminary work required for 

each. The need for double precision for coordinates forces the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity 

to replace the default Transform component with its own high-precision transform. This 

limits the transferability of applications as they would require some level of modification 

to adapt to this change. 

 

Plugin features and interoperability status 

While powerful, both the Maps SDK and Cesium for Unreal plugin have limits to their 

capability which could prevent the implementation of some use-cases. Relying on them 

creates a dependency on the company behind them. In the case of Esri, it is a dependency 

on an entire ecosystem with its own standards and interfaces. In addition, the possibility 

of adding or requesting custom features is not guaranteed, for instance mesh collision in 

the Maps SDK. For large and complex projects, unless the chosen use-case fits within 

the capabilities they offer, relying on them is a risk. Finally, their commercial nature 

means an absence of up-front development costs and an increase in the cost of sustaining 

the product. Scalability could become an issue with the dependency moved to the ability 

of the host platform to host and update content and how well the plugins could deal with 

it. 

Examples of important missing features include the lack of support for OGC web 

services or the absence of vector features and styling. Client-to-server communication 

has not been explored but should be possible in the future, allowing for advanced 

interactions with the real-time transmission of client data, such as their position. 

Simulations could also be a great use of the capabilities of game engines, helping to 

breach the barrier between serious play and serious game. 

 

Conceptual aspect 

Game engines have been shown to be perfectly usable for geospatial data 

visualisation. VR can amplify the message depicted by the data while being very 

entertaining to use. However, depending on the use-case, other ways of conveying 

information might be more appropriate, like 3D web visualisation, images, or text. A lot 

of progress has been made in the accessibility of VR, but it still requires a relatively 

expensive HMD and, if the HMD requires it, a performant computer for rendering. Unlike 

the web and as of yet, VR is not a technology for the masses.  
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In-person testing 

For participants to fill in the questionnaire, they had to try the VR system, meaning 

they should come one by one to test the system and interact with the tool. This limits 

the number of participants due to the constraints of physically having many people and 

the time each takes, at about ten minutes. 

A number of technical limitations were encountered during testing. First of all, 

the Oculus Quest 2 requires setting up a guardian boundary, which is a space manually 

defined in which the user can move without encountering any obstacles. This did not 

work well as the boundaries were not recognised every-time in-between participants and 

had to be manually reset. The HMD also used Air Link, a functionality allowing it to be 

linked to a computer without a cable. While the added convenience is of great importance, 

it requires the computer and the headset to be on the same local network, is limited by 

the performance of the router, and limits the battery life to less than two hours. 

Concretely, the viewing experience was not always smooth, with the view sometimes 

stuttering due to network congestion. Lastly, the application used 3D scene layer 

packages hosted on ArcGIS Online, a requirement to make it work on different computers 

without manually inputting the file path. However, as the scenes can be hundreds of 

megabytes large, this further strangled the network bandwidth, meaning local files were 

used in the second batch of participants for a smoother experience. 

All of these points mean that a great deal of effort has to go into the preparation to 

ensure a smooth experience for all volunteers. In addition, two questions were found to 

be still ambiguous after testing. In question 17, “broadly familiar” meant whether 

participants had general background knowledge of the cities, their layouts, and 

geography, however this required an explanation. Question 20 also implied that benefits 

to VR existed due to the textual nature of the answer; only one person wrote that there 

was no benefit. 

 

Relation to Copernicus 

As a study program requirement, investigating possible links to Copernicus data. No 

direct use was made in this thesis, but various are imaginable. Imagery layers from 

the space segment can be directly visualised through layers hosted on the public ArcGIS 

Living Atlas, such as Sentinel-5P Ozone concentration or Sentinel-2 views, and products 

derived from the various services can also be integrated as non-imagery raster tile layers, 

such as the Corine Land Cover from the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service. One 

product particularly relevant to disaster management is the Global Flood Awareness 

System (GloFAS) from the Copernicus Emergency Management Service, although it uses 

OGC web services that cannot yet be integrated. As a methodological work, the framework 

developed allowed such data to be easily implemented, providing the right interfaces. 

 

Digital twins 

Designing a full digital twin is a complex endeavour requiring numerous layer 

components working together to produce a virtual replica of the chosen element. This 

work did not aim at creating an entire digital twin. Rather, it provides insights into using 

innovative technologies on two interlinked components: data integration and 

visualisation. By assessing the usability of these new tools and methods, future work can 

build upon this research to get a preliminary understanding of their strengths and 

weaknesses to determine whether they would be usable for their use-case.  
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8 CONCLUSION 

Throughout this thesis, the state of integration between GIS and game engines for 

digital twins in the context of disaster preparedness was investigated and evaluated. XR 

visualisation was an integral component of the integration as it made use of Unity’s 

capabilities to produce a standalone, testable product. This current state is moving 

rapidly, with many tools in development or being released. They add powerful capabilities 

on top of the ones already present in game engines, making them usable for the creation 

of digital twins. 

Interoperability between GIS and game engines is relatively limited as it stands. 

Developers have the possibility of building their own capabilities though with a lot of 

resources investment. For instance, using the ArcGIS Maps SDK for Unity provides 

various integration features, speeding up development and blurring the line between 

fusion and integration. On top of that, VR can emphasise the message being propagated 

via the visualisation while keeping users entertained and immersed. This is particularly 

relevant for disaster preparedness through raising awareness, increasing disaster 

understanding and propagating the information to decision-makers. Notwithstanding, 

current integration tools have some important weaknesses, most notably their 

commercial aspect and limitations in the supported formats and interfaces. Besides, 

building a fully gamified experience with a VR element requires many resources invested 

in application development, UI, and hardware accessibility. 

Future work should focus on defining whether integration tools are suited for their 

use-cases and implementing them in a digital twin system, for example as a main 

visualisation tool or as an added outreach instrument. Interoperability with open 

interfaces such as OGC web services could allow for more scalable and interactable 

applications but will require custom implementation or dependency on external 

providers. Moreover, while VR has been thoroughly explored, AR and MR have numerous 

advantages that could be put to use, most importantly improved interactivity and 

accessibility at the cost of degraded immersion. 

Having taken part in the discovery and exploration of recent integration processes at 

an early stage of their development, this thesis will promote and facilitate their use for 

tasks requiring the interaction and visualisation possibilities offered by game engines. 

From products and services designed and built in entirely different worlds can stem new 

combinations and solutions to many problems, ranging from the dissemination of 

disaster preparedness information to the simulation of past and future hazards and their 

consequences. It is thus another stepping stone in the advance towards the realisation of 

Destination Earth and its modelisation of the entire planet. 
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